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Interface conformance, 83
Interface
of a connector, 68–72
of a constraint, 195
of an EPA, 184–187
of a filter, 187
of a map, 192
of a process, 68–72
Interfaces, 68, 184
communication structure between, 69
compatibility, 77
compilation of EPNs and dynamic reconfiguration facilities, 342
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event communication servers, 342
execution management, 341–342
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hierarchy management, 342
infrastructure, 340–343
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pattern matching and rule execution engines, 342
plug-and-play techniques, 70, 81–84, 224
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communication flexibility, 8–9
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Intruders, 23
Intrusion detection EPN, 235
Intrusion event, 128
Intrusions
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views, 231–232
Intrusion-warning events, 131, 334–335
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IPAccesstype array, 233
IPCountType array, 233
ISO (International Standards Organization), 58
IT (information technology) layer, xv
monitoring tools, 44, 336–339
subscribing to messages, 91
J
J2EE (Java 2 Platform Enterprise Edition) servers, 330
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K
Keep customer happy rule, 77–78
L
Late Data Transfer Warning rule, 121–122
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abstraction principle, 83–84
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Layered interface communication architecture, 70, 222–224
Layered systems, 10
Layering plug-and-play, 224
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agents, 22
Level of Service Check constraint, 125
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M
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M514 events, 270, 271, 272, 273
M514 message, 109
M515 events, 271
M515 message, 109
M517 event, 271
M517 message, 109
Macro expansion, 172, 173
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Maps, 177, 184, 230
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Market and STS (stock-trading system), 295
MarketTransactionsType type, 200
Matching bids and RFQ process, 159–160
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Memory leak, 241
Message routing timing requirement, 98–99
Message-oriented middleware, 91
Messages, xvi, 4
Messaging protocols, 26
Messaging systems information buses, 13
Middleware
aggregation of events, 129
communications, 14
publish/subscribe, 91, 98
Middleware layer, 13–14
Military information systems, 5
Monitoring, 134
Monitors, 205
Msgld message identifier, 254
MT502 events, 121
MT502 message, 107, 108, 263
MT509 message, 263
MT513 events, 121
MT513 message, 107, 108, 263
MT514 message, 107, 108, 263
MT515 message, 107, 108, 263
MT517 message, 108, 263
Multievent matcher, 349
Multiple basic connections, 215–216
Multiple viewing, 53–56
Multiple-event matching with context, 346–347
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Negotiation protocol, 80
.NET, 330
NetFilter action name filter, 225–226
NetMngmnt type, 225
Network crashes, 14
Network layer, 14–15
system monitoring, 44–45
Network layer tools, 45
Network management, 44
 causality, 104
 products, 14
Network monitoring domain, 230
Network monitoring scalability, 235
Network monitoring system and intrusion warning event, 334–336
Network problems view, 54
Network router monitor observed events, 334–335
Network viewing
EPNs (event processing networks), 230–235
Network-level detection products, 24
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- Predictive monitoring, 46
- PriorityOrder event, 123
- Privacy, 15
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  - 51–53
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  - modifying process system, 66–67
  - monitoring runtime operation of
    - upgraded system, 66
  - process interfaces, 67
  - process lifecycle roles, 63–67
  - simulating new process on event
    - streams, 65–66
  - testing process, 66
- Process class, 68
- Process class interfaces, 70
- Process design, 61–62
- Process interfaces, 67, 68, 72–73, 81
- Process lifecycle, 63–67
- Processes, 62
  - asynchronous, 35–37
  - class, 73
  - collaborating activity between and
    - causal modeling, 106–109
  - driving events, 32–33
  - event pattern behavior, 72
  - exceptional situation, 33
  - exceptions, 39–41
  - humans in control of, 38–39
  - implementation, 81
  - increased situational complexities, 33
  - on-the-fly evolution, 37–39
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  - reaction to various inputs, 72–74
  - reduced time scales, 33
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  - simulation, 65–66
  - subprocesses, 81
  - type, 73
  - types of events, 72
- ProcessOrder process, 30–33
- Product Shipped event, 32
- Public attributes, 155
- Publish event, 98, 99, 129
Rules manager, 352, 353
Rules reduction, 352
Runtime checks, 125
Runtime drill-down diagnostics, 41
Runtime infrastructure, 339–340
runtime monitoring, 66
RV, 294
S
Safety constraints, 80
Satisfied event, 200
Scalability
   network monitoring, 235
   pattern matchers, 349
Scalable pattern matching, 146
Schliemann, Heinrich, 11
SEC Regulation Checkers, 321
Security, 15
   denying access, 25
   intrusion detection EPN, 235
   intrusions, 231–232
   locking things up, 25
   traditional technology, 25
Select Vendor event, 32
SelectVendor process, 35–36, 39
Send action name, 154, 226
Send event, 116, 129, 130, 137, 192, 199–200, 225, 226, 256
Send/Ack system, 254
   defining causal model as set of pattern pairs, 256
   describing causal relationship between events, 255–256
   specifying events monitored, 255
   writing causal maps, 256–258
Sender, 135
   acknowledgment from receiver, 135, 254
Send(O) event, 171
SendRFQ event, 183
Sequence of levels of activities, 131
Sequential event pattern rules, 177
Sequential reactive rules, 120
Servers, authentication of, 26
Set event, 201
Set of event aggregation rules for each level, 131
Set operators, 166
SetofEvents object, 201
Ship Order event, 32
Shipping complete orders only rule, 78
Significance, of an event, 88–90
Simple air traffic control architecture, 227–230
Simulation, of an architecture, 65–66, 77
   before implementation, 84
Single-event, content-based matching, 346
Single-event matcher, 349–350
SLA Checker (service-level agreement checker), 226–227
Sniffers, 338, 339
Sniffing events, 337
SOES (small order execution system) regulations, 326
Spam, 23
SPARC V9 events, 153
SpecialOffer event, 123
SpecialOrder process, 79–80, 82
Start actions, 185
Start time, 96
State change rule, 188
State constraints, 196, 203–204
State variables, 186
Statements, 177
Static architectures, 78–79
Static EPN architectures, 213
Stock component, 295
StockCustomer component, 296
StockMarket component, 295
StockTrade Message Test pattern, 118–119
Stock-trading activity and event abstraction hierarchies, 138–141
Strategic planning level, 11–13
Strategic-level events, 7
STRAW-EPL, 116–117
   writing patterns, 117–119
Strawman EPL (event pattern language), 116–119
String pattern matching, 346
Strong induced causality, 282
Structural operators, 165–166
 Structural relational operators, 169
Structured types, 150–151
STS (small stock-trading systems) abstraction effect, 326–327
   activities organized by levels, 298–299
animation of application-level communication, 296
behavior of applications, 297
broker performance, 313–316
Broker Response Time, 317
Broker Surveillance Monitor view, 319
causal model with pattern pairs, 302–305
causality at application level, 297
components, 295–296
constraints, 320
Customer Initiated Transactions view, 317
customer trading activities, 312–313
detecting constraint violations, 324–326
diagnostics driven from high-level views, 320
drill-down diagnostics, 320–324
dynamic aspects of, 294
EPNs (event processing networks), 317
event abstraction hierarchies, 298–316
event-driven viewers, 317
human control, 319–327
implementing hierarchical viewing, 316–319
information gaps, 296–298
market, 295
monitoring, 297–298
performance of applications, 297
personalized high-level views, 320
publish/subscribe middleware, 294
statistics on activity at application level, 297
users, 294–295
Subprocesses, 41, 81, 83
Subtyping executions, 155
Successful-Two-Phase-Commit event, 57, 58
Synchronous communication, 92
Systems
  monitoring network layer, 44–45
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Target system
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  TCA (terminal control area), 80
Templates
  pattern matching, 114
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Temporal operators, 169
Terminate action, 185
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Terminated event, 200
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  Time relationship, 94–95
  Timelines, 274–275, 355
  TimeOut action, 189
  TimeOut event, 129, 137, 171, 271
  Timestamps, 94, 96–97, 163
  Timing constraint, 75
  Timing operator (P < Q), 165–166
  Timing operators, 179
  Timing relationship filters, 188
  Timing requirement, 98
Trade agreements, automating, 19
Trade event, 194, 195
Trading documents, 19
Trading hubs, 19–20
Transaction managers, 19
Transaction master, 46–47
Transaction protocol level, 57
Transaction system and causal modeling, 105–109
Transactions, 46, 272
Transfer action, 161
Transfer event, 190
Transitive, 95, 100, 244
Transitive relationships, 95
Triggering events, 32, 181
Triggers, 32, 74, 119, 176, 177, 179
Two-phase commit protocol, 46
Type context, 148–149
Type definitions, 150–151
Type-correctness tests, 76–77
Types, 185

U
UML, 70
Uncertainty principle, 110–111, 330
Understandability, 52
Union operator (U), 166
Unsolicited e-mail, 23
User interfaces, 12
Users
  application availability, 13
  STS (small stock-trading system), 294–295

V
Valid Order event, 32, 36
Variables, 100
Vendor Selected event, 32, 39
Vertical causality, 10, 15–16, 131, 157, 321
VHDL, 198
Viewing, 53–55, 134
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  coordinating, 55–56
  creation of multiple, 55–56
  event driven, 54–55
  humanly understandable forms, 55
  intrusions, 231–232
  modifying, 55
  network traffic, 232
  problem of interest, 54
  relating, 53, 57
  relevant events for automated decision making processes, 55
Violated event, 226
Violation events, 12, 125, 199
Virtual activities, 56
Virtual events, 12, 16
Virtual operations, 56
Virus attachments, 8
Viruses, 23
Visibility laws and event pattern rules, 179–180
Visio, 70
Visualizers, 205

W
Wait_M515 event, 109
Warning action name, 149, 154
Warning events, 126, 148, 151–152, 225
Watchdog, 124
Watchdog event, 270, 271
Web sites
  automated trading, 9
  denial-of-service attacks, 23
  trading hubs, 19–20
Where clause, 167, 203
Where condition, 306
While loops, 179, 218
Who’s-talking-to-whom view, 53–54
Withdraw events, 164, 168, 169, 190
Workflow
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  specification, 31
Workflow rules, 31–32, 33
Workflow rules engine, 31
World Wide Web, 7–8
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XML (Extensible Markup Language), 19